
1 Introduction
The visual and haptic input channels provide us with crucial information concerning
the identity and location of objects in peripersonal space. Whereas the sighted depend
particularly on vision to represent peripersonal space, the blind are bound to use the
haptic system. As a consequence, one may expect that the blind are better, faster, and
more efficient in haptically identifying and handling objects in peripersonal space
than the sighted, as well as in learning and remembering their locations. Strikingly,
however, most studies seem to suggest that visual experience facilitates haptic process-
ing of peripersonal space. Importantly, various different processing components can
be distinguished here: eg object handling, object identification, spatiomotor actions,
and building a cognitive representation of the spatial locations of objects within reach.
It needs to be further examined for which components visual experience might be
beneficial and for which greater exclusive reliance on haptic processing, such as takes
place in the blind, might be advantageous.

1.1 Object processing
With respect to haptic identification accuracy of familiar 3-D objects or depictions of
these, either no differences between early-blind and visually experienced (ie late-blind
and blindfolded-sighted) groups are reported (Heller 1989b, experiment 1; Morrongiello
et al 1994), or differences that favour only the visually experienced, ie the late-blind
(Heller 1989b, experiment 2), or both the late-blind and the blindfolded-sighted (Shimizu
et al 1993). Several explanations have been put forward to account for such differences.
Differences between the late-blind and the blindfolded-sighted could possibly arise
from limited exclusive haptic experience in the sighted. We normally look at what our
hands are doing, and attentional resources could become dominated by the visual
channel in these circumstances. In turn, beneficial effects of visual experience on haptic
identification of particularly (familiar) 3-D stimuli (Shimizu et al 1993) may result
from similar (Newell et al 2001; James et al 2002) or common representations of haptic
and visual form (Reales and Ballesteros 1999) or from a unidirectional enhancement,
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ie visual experience enhances haptic processing (cf Sathian et al 1997; Amedi et al 2001;
Pascual-Leone and Hamilton 2001). In addition, for the inferior performance of the
early-blind in 2-D identification tasks (Heller 1989b, experiment 2; Shimizu et al 1993),
several theoretical explanations have been put forward, such as problems with making
decisions (Heller 1989b), and/or dependence on egocentric coding (Millar 1981; Gaunet
et al 1997).

Although no advantage of haptic experience alone for haptic identification accuracy
has been reported, there is an indication that it may speed up the identification process,
at least in some circumstances: Heller (1989b, experiment 1) found that congenitally
blind and late-blind participants were much faster than the blindfolded-sighted on the
matching of simple Braille-sized 2-D shapes, while no differences in matching accuracy
could be reported. The precise origin of this specific advantage of haptic experience is
unclear. It may be due to the size of the objects, where Braille reading experience may
facilitate the recognition of patterns on the fingertip. In support of this, Morrongiello
et al (1994) did not find identification speed differences between blindfolded-sighted
and early-blind children (aged 3 ^ 8 years) for familiar 3-D stimuli. Another possibility
is that the influences of haptic and visual experience depend on the nature of the
stimuli: in contrast to the aforementioned studies (Heller 1989b, experiment 2; Shimizu
et al 1993; Morrongiello et al 1994) Heller (1989b, experiment 1) used simple and abstract
(yet for the greater part familiar) shapes. It may be that visual imagery facilitates the
accuracy of the haptic identification of more complex stimuli (Heller 1989a; but see
Morrongiello et al 1994), whereas haptic experience increases the speed of the identifica-
tion process of simple, more abstract shapes. In line with this, Vecchi (1998) suggested
that blind individuals do not perform as well on more-demanding spatial tasks and
when active elaboration is required.

1.2 Space processing
Another dimension of haptic processing concerns the ability to map the spatial loca-
tion of where things are, as indicated either by efficient spatiomotor actions (eg reaching,
grasping) or by generating and manipulating a conscious mental representation of the
relevant object locations within reach. Importantly, Millar (1979, 1981, 1988, 1994) pro-
posed that three types of spatial coding are used in peripersonal spaceöegocentric,
allocentric, and movement codingöand showed that visual experience affects the extent
to which these three types of coding are adopted. Elsewhere, it has been argued that
egocentric coding is employed in fast implicit tasks and used for immediate goal-directed
movements, while allocentric coding is used in explicit tasks underlying conscious per-
ception and spatial memory (Milner and Goodale 1995). In the haptic domain, delaying
responses or using verbal labels for haptic inputs may stimulate the employment of
allocentric reference frames (Zuidhoek et al 2003, 2005). Interestingly, delayed pointing
by blindfolded-sighted has indeed been suggested to reveal an allocentric coding pat-
tern, in contrast to early-blind who might be more egocentrically oriented (Rossetti
et al 1996; Gaunet and Rossetti 2006). Ungar et al (1995) and Hollins and Kelley
(1988) offered unlimited time to participants to learn the objects and their locations.
They demonstrated an advantage for the visually experienced in the localisation of
objects, yet only after object configuration rotation. This advantage was found to result
from qualitative differences in spatial coding of haptic spatial information, with the
visually impaired, and the early-blind in particular, relying predominantly on egocentric
and movement memory to code spatial locations instead of external frames of reference
(see also Gaunet et al 1997).

In short, haptic processing of peripersonal space comprises multiple different com-
ponents, such as handling objects, performing spatially directed actions upon these
objects and their spatial locations, identifying the nature of objects, and constructing
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a conscious image of where things are within one's reach. The purpose of the present
study was to systematically investigate how touch is used to explore peripersonal space
for these different components. Central here was the comparison between early-blind
(lacking visual experience), late-blind, and blindfolded-sighted individuals (possibly
suffering from less reliance on strictly haptic inputs). The main task involved the pro-
cessing of an object array used in the portable Tactual Performance Test (pTPT), which
is part of the Halstead ^Reitan Test Battery (Reitan and Wolfson 1993).

Early-blind, late-blind, and blindfolded-sighted individuals learned ten objects
(familiar shapes) and their locations during a speeded matching task, which was
repeated twice (trials 1 ^ 3). During these three trials participants were to fit the shapes
into matching cut-outs in a board as far as possible, providing information on object
handling(1) and spatial learning. In another trial (trial 5), performance was measured
after rotation of the object configuration. While the first three trials may primarily
depend on manual dexterity, the rotated configuration requires an updating of positions
and performance is detached from the stored movement memories. Previous studies
(Hollins and Kelley 1988; Ungar et al 1995) have shown an advantage for visually
experienced individuals under these circumstances.

Two further trials were carried out to assess the spatial and object memory traces
formed after the repeated, speeded testing described above in a different way. One trial
required non-speeded relocation of the objects in free space (trial 4). Participants had
to place the shapes on a (non-rotated) board of equal size without cut-outs, as accurately
as possible. Free-space relocation may entail both exact or coordinate and relative or
categorical spatial-position codes. As these two codes are difficult to separate in this
situation we only looked at the coordinate distance measures. The last trial (trial 6)
required participants to give a verbal description of both the shapes and their locations.
The accuracy of verbal descriptions of the shapes may provide insight into the degree
to which these were consciously recalled. The verbal location descriptions offer mainly
categorical position information.

2 Method
2.1 Participants
Table 1 shows the list of participants. Thirteen early-blind, seventeen late-blind, and
sixteen sighted people participated in the experiment. The blind were recruited with
announcements in magazines for the visually impaired. The sighted participants had
blind partners or relatives, or worked (paid or on voluntary basis) in institutions for
the blind. None of the participants had neurological or motor deficits. The early-blind
group consisted of congenitally blind and early-blind individuals who had become
blind before the age of three. Those who were not blind from birth reported no memory
of vision whatsoever. All participants in the late-blind group had rich vivid visual
memories, and reported having used vision as a primary spatial modality. The blindness
of the participants had different etiologies (see table 1). Some late-blind participants
were born visually impaired and had gradually become blind during life. Others had
lost their sight as a result of accidents. None of the blind participants claimed to have
intact peripheral vision. A minority of the blind participants had diffuse light sensations,
but denied being able to use this in any form of spatial behaviour (for example, orienting
oneself to a specific light source).

(1) As pointed out by an anonymous referee, object handling would have been better investigated
by directly recording the exploratory hand movements (cf Lederman and Klatzky 1987). Now we
just have the aggregate performance, ie the time to match all the shapes to their slots in the
spatial configuration. Conclusions on differences in manual dexterity underlying matching speed
are therefore only indirect, though intuitively seem to make sense.
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Table 1. Sample description of the early-blind, the late-blind, and the sighted participants. Means
and SDs have been omitted from this table.

Subject Occupation Education level Sex Age Etiology and further Age of
number =y characteristics onset=y

Early blind
1 sports masseuse secondary school F 41 Leber's amarosis, 0

ambidexter
2 policy worker university M 41 retinoblastoma 0
3 computer higher education M 33 congenital glaucoma 0

programmer
4 office assistant vocational education F 49 rubella (mother) 0
5 retired operator secondary school M 58 glaucoma, ambidexter 2
6 office assistant secondary school F 34 retrolental fibroplasias 0
7 operator secondary school M 38 rubella (mother) 2 ± 3
8 translator higher education F 30 retrolental fibroplasias 0
9 retired vocational education M 64 retinoblastoma 2 ± 3
10 teacher higher education M 46 Leber's amarosis 0
11 systems designer higher education M 46 retinoblastoma 0 ± 1
12 consultant secondary school F 55 retinoblastoma 0 ± 1
13 sound technician higher education M 49 retrolental fibroplasias 0

Late blind
1 physiotherapist higher education M 52 accident 10
2 IT employee higher education M 57 born partially blind in 25

one eye, glaucoma
in other eye

3 social worker vocational education M 57 Usher's syndrome and 25
an accident

4 piano tuner vocational education M 40 accident, left-handed 19
5 volunteer higher education M 54 macular degeneration 10

(wet form/bleeding)
6 office assistant secondary education M 64 congenital glaucoma 7
7 operator secondary school F 59 not available 9
8 music teacher higher education M 64 retinitis pigmentosa 40
9 correspondence vocational education M 60 congenital glaucoma 49

clerk
10 civil servant higher education M 38 brain tumour 4
11 employment- higher education M 59 Leber opticus artrosa 32

finding for the and glaucoma
blind

12 social worker vocational education M 53 aniridi and glaucoma 20
13 operator vocational education F 58 retinitis pigmentosa 14
14 therapist secondary school F 52 born blind in one eye, 30

glaucoma and inflam-
mation of the cornea
of the other eye

15 school teacher higher education F 53 congenital glaucoma 22
16 psychologist university F 51 congenital glaucoma 40
17 social worker higher education F 39 unknown 35

Sighted controls
1 editor higher education F 32
2 editor university F 30
3 retired university M 58
4 research university M 37
5 retired vocational education F 58
6 ergotherapist higher education F 36
7 ergotherapist higher education F 46
8 journalist higher education M 56
9 musician higher education M 53
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Early-blind (EB), late-blind (LB), and blindfolded-sighted (BS) participants were
matched for sex (w22 � 1:1, p � 0:57), and verbal IQ, which was assessed with two sub-
scales (vocabulary and similarities) of the Dutch WAIS-III (Wechsler 1997) (F2 43 � 1:4,
p � 0:3). Furthermore, the groups were roughly comparable in age (F2 43 � 2:8, p � 0:071)
and education (F2 43 � 3:2, p � 0:05) which was coded on a 5-point scale. The education
level of particularly the early-blind was slightly lower, but most importantly the
WAIS scores indicated comparable intelligence. Most of the participants were employed.
Participants were right-handed as assessed with Annett's (1970) handedness question-
naire, except where indicated in table 1 (etiology and further characteristics).

All participants gave their informed consent to inclusion in this study and received
payment for their participation. They were naive to all aspects of the tasks, ie they
had never seen or felt the setup, were unaware of the experimental purposes, and were
never given any feedback.

2.2 General procedure
All participants were enrolled in a larger series of studies on spatial cognition in the
blind comprising several more tasks reported elsewhere. The latter included haptic
parallel setting of two bars, spatial test comprehension (Noordzij et al 2006), a mental
imagery test battery (Noordzij et al 2007), and the WAIS. All tasks were conducted
during a single session which lasted about a day. As the order of tasks was counter-
balanced over participants, half of them performed the present tasks in the morning
in the first part of the testing session, whereas the other half performed them during
the second part of the testing session in the afternoon. Experimental tasks did not
take longer than 30 min to minimise fatigue. In addition to a lunch break (1 h) between
the morning and afternoon session and two coffee breaks (10 min), participants were
allowed breaks whenever they needed them.

2.3 Apparatus and stimuli
The portable tactual-performance test was originally designed as a measure for haptic
shape recognition and incidental memory for haptic spatial relations. To serve the present
purposes, the test was modified. Figure 1 gives a schematic drawing of the stimulus
setup. The stimulus consisted of a 45.5 cm630.2 cm62.1 cm wooden board contain-
ing the ten shape cut-outs and ten different geometrical shapes: a square, oval, star,
diamond, hexagon, rectangle, circle, semicircle, triangle, and cross. All shapes were
2.1 cm thick, but varied in their proportions. The smallest shape was 7.5 cm 67.5 cm
(square), the largest 16.7 cm67 cm (rectangle). Each shape could fit only in a single
cut-out. The board was placed on a table right in front of the seated subject, with
the longer sides parallel to the edge of the table. In trial 4, this board was replaced
by a board of equal size without cut-outs. A piece of paper showing the outlines of the

,
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Table 1 (continued)

Subject Occupation Education level Sex Age Etiology and further Age of
number =y characteristics onset=y

Sighted controls (continued)
10 volunteer vocational education F 60
11 personnel higher education F 54

coordinator
12 administration higher education M 67
13 housewife secondary school F 63
14 ortho-pedagogue university F 40
15 service manager higher education M 48
16 editor university M 51
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shapes in their proper locations was attached to this board. During testing, the boards
were taped to the table to avoid shifting. The ten shapes were placed in four random
pilesötwo piles of three shapes, and two of two shapesöplaced either to the right or
to the left of the board, depending on hand preference.

2.4 Procedure
Sighted participants and those with residual diffuse-light sensations were blindfolded
before the experimenter brought out the board and shapes. The participants were not
allowed to explore the board or the shapes before actual testing, and it was not before
the start of a trial that they were informed on what was required in that particular
trial. In the first three trials, they were asked to fit the shapes into the proper cut-outs
as fast as possible. They were allowed to use both hands and were free in choice of
strategy. The experimenter started the stopwatch when participants first touched the
board or one of the shapes; the stopwatch was stopped right after the participant had
correctly placed the last piece. Before trial 4, the board was replaced by a wooden
board of equal size and position, but without the cut-outs. Now, participants were to
place the shapes on their proper locations as accurately as possible (trial 4). They were
allowed to take as much time as they needed; time was not recorded. After participants
had completed this task, the locations of the shapes were recorded by outlining them
with a pencil on the piece of paper covering the board which also showed the correct
outlines. In trial 5, this board was replaced by the original board, but now it was
rotated 908 counterclockwise. Participants were verbally notified of this and had to hold
the short ends of the board while the experimenter was rotating it in order to clarify
what they had been notified of. Next they were asked to again fit the shapes into
the proper cut-outs as fast as possible. Once more, time was recorded. After this,
both the board and shapes were removed. Now participants were asked to name or
describe the objects and describe how the different shapes were situated on the (non-
rotated) board, as accurately as possible, and in such a way that a person conversing
with the subject could place the shapes in their correct location using their descriptions
only (trial 6). Their descriptions were recorded with sound recording equipment.

Although other sequences of trials 4 through 6 are conceivable, we chose to have
the non-speeded trial testing relocation of the objects in free space (trial 4) before the

Figure 1. Top view of the board and objects of
the portable Tactual Performance Test (pTPT),
as presented to right-handed participants in
trials 1 ^ 3.
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rotation trial (trial 5), as we anticipated that rotation of the board might disrupt the exact,
coordinate position relocation. Because the verbal response was expected to trigger
explicit spatial reasoning, we chose it to be the final trial, in which case it would not
affect performance on the other trials.

2.5 Data analyses
2.5.1 General. As we were interested in the effects of both visual and haptic experience
as well as possible interaction effects, we used (general linear model) ANOVAs with the
three groups as a between-subjects factor. A posteriori tests are only reported to be
significant after correction for multiple comparison (Bonferroni correction).Where neces-
sary, the degrees of freedom were corrected by using Greenhouse ^Geisser e-correction.

2.5.2 Haptic matching and object configuration learning: trials 1, 2, and 3. The time (in s)
to complete trials 1 through 3 provides information about the haptic matching capacity
and implicit learning of an object configuration.

2.5.3 Rotation: trials 3 and 5. To examine the effects of rotating the board on speeded
haptic matching performance, the differences between the groups in completion time
for trial 3 and trial 5 were analysed.

2.5.4 Coordinate accuracy of free placement of shapes: trial 4. Coordinate (exact) accuracy
of free placement of the shapes was measured to gain insight into object location
memory performance after the three previous trials. Our measure of metric accuracy
indicated how far an object was placed from its original position (the distance between
the geometrical centres of the objects, in cm). This representation might either be more
allocentric (ie in terms of an absolute external reference frame) or more egocentric
(ie position is laid down with respect to one's own body).

2.5.5 Verbal descriptions of objects and their spatial locations (free recall): trial 6. A number
of measures was examined. First, we investigated whether visual or haptic experience
(or both) affected the number of objects remembered and the way the objects were named
and described. To examine possible differences between the descriptions of the objects, we
compared the number of objects correctly named (eg calling the cross a `̀ cross'' or a ``plus
sign''), correctly described (eg calling the semicircle a `̀ shape, round at one side and flat
at the other''), and with ambiguous, unclear, or incorrect descriptions (``a thing with
multiple protruding parts''). The absolute numbers of objects correctly named, objects
correctly described, and objects incorrectly described, were used to examine possible
differences between the groups with respect to explicit haptic identification.

Second, we investigated whether spatial language differed for the three experimental
groups, which may reflect spatial coding strategy differences between the blind and the
sighted (cf Brambring 1982). Following Ungar et al (1995), who observed different strat-
egies employed to encode spatial configuration of objects, we examined the number of
spatial descriptions in which the object's position (a) was pointed out by referring to the
board (`̀ the cross was the top left of the board''); (b) was described with respect to
another object (`̀ the triangle was right of the cross); and (c) was described with respect
to a part of the participant's body (`̀ the circle was over here'', or `̀ the circle was to my
left''). In order to get a measure of the characteristics of the descriptions irrespective
of possible differences in object descriptions, incorrect or unclear descriptions were also
included. Furthermore, we recorded the number of deviant ways to describe the positions
of the objects (using the clock face and wind quarters), the number of times visual
language was used (calling the semicircle `̀ a setting sun''), and the number of times extra
(correct) information was given about the shape of the board, number of rows and
columns, or the placement (orientation) of the objects on the board (`̀ the long side of
the semicircle was parallel to the long end of the board'').
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Third, the number of objects verbally placed in their correct categorical position
(with any of the above-mentioned referral types) was counted, providing a measure for
differences with respect to the correctness of the representation of the relations between
the different objects within the configuration.

2.6 Results
2.6.1 Haptic matching speed and object configuration learning: trials 1, 2, and 3. Figure 2
shows the average performance of the three experimental groups over the four time
trials. A 3 (trial)63 (group) mixed repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to exam-
ine the learning over the first three trials, as expressed in completion times. Main
effects for group (F2 43 � 14:8, p 5 0:001) and trial (F2 86 � 31:4, p 5 0:001) were
found. The main effect of group was expressed in different mean completion times
for the groups: EB took 79 s on average to perform the task, LB 75 s, and BS 138 s,
indicating (as does figure 2) that the blind were faster than the blindfolded-sighted
(EB 5 BS: t27 � 3:8, p � 0:001 and LB 5 BS: t31 � 5:9, p 5 0:001). The main effect
of trial was expressed in different means for trials 1, 2, and 3 which were 125 s, 90 s,
and 76 s, respectively. Further analyses showed that this main trial effect expressed
significant learning from trial 1 to trial 2 (t45 � 5:1, p 5 0:001), and from trial 2 to
trial 3 (t45 � 2:7, p � 0:01). A trend towards a group6trial interaction (F4 86 � 2:2,
p � 0:07) was obtained, signaling in particular a strong improvement from trial 1 to 2
in the blindfolded-sighted group.

2.6.2 Effects of rotation on completion time: trials 3 and 5. A 2 (trials: trial 3 vs 5)
63 (group) mixed ANOVA showed main effects of trial (F1 43 � 8:0, p � 0:007) and
group (F2 43 � 8:8, p � 0:001), yet no group by trial interaction (F2 43 � 0:9). The main
effect of trial was a decline in performance from trial 3 to trial 5: mean completion times
went up from 76 s to 91 s. The main effect of group indicated a difference in mean
completion times between the groups over both trials: 67 s, 68 s, and 116 s, for EB, LB,
and BS, respectively, showing that the blind outperform the blindfolded-sighted on trials
3 and 5 (EB 5 BS: t27 � 3:5, p � 0:002; and LB 5 BS: t31 � 3:8, p � 0:001).

2.6.3 Accuracy of coordinate coding: trial 4. The metric distance scores were 9.9 (1.6)
for the EB, 8.3 (1.0) for the LB, and 10.2 (0.9) for the BS. An ANOVA comparing
the scores of the three groups showed no difference between the groups for metric
( c̀oordinate') distance (F2 43 � 0:850, p � 0:44).
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Figure 2. Completion times on the
time trials for the early blind (EB),
late blind (LB), and blindfolded-
sighted (BS) participants, in seconds.
Performance over trials 1 to 3 reflects
implicit learning; trial 5 expresses per-
formance after rotation of the stimulus
frame.
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2.6.4 Verbal descriptions of objects and their spatial locations (free recall): trial 6.
Object descriptions. Table 2 shows group means. We found no differences between the
three groups with respect to the total number of objects described (F2 43 � 1:4). In
addition, no differences between the groups were found for the number of correctly
named objects, correctly described objects, and incorrectly described objects. This sug-
gests that there were no differences between the groups with respect to recalling and
identifying the objects by touch, and naming and describing them.

Spatial descriptions. An ANOVA was conducted with type of reference in description
(ie with respect to other objects vs with respect to board) as a within-subjects factor
and group as a between-subjects factor (see table 3). No main group effect was found
(F2 43 � 1:46, p � 0:24), nor a type of reference preference (F1 43 � 2:18, p � 0:15). The
interaction of group by type of reference was marginally significant (F2 43 � 3:19,
p � 0:05), suggesting that the blind groups appeared to use more object-oriented
descriptions than the blindfolded-sighted (F2 43 � 3:4, p � 0:043), while the latter had
more descriptions referring to the board (though this was not significant in a test of
the group effect for only the descriptions referring to the board, F2 43 � 1:9, p � 0:16).
No differences or trends could be reported for the number of descriptions with respect
to (parts of the) participant's body, or other reference classes (wind quarters, clock
face), which were used only incidentally (means: 0.35, 0.09, and 0.09, respectively).
In line with this, no differences were found with respect to (the low) frequency of `visual'
language or verbal expressions conveying additional spatial information (means: 0.35
and 0.46, respectively).

Verbal positioning. An ANOVA pointed out that the number of objects verbally placed in
the correct categorical position was different for the three groups (F2 43 � 3:7, p � 0:034).
Further analyses showed that this was caused by a difference between the LB and the
BS (t31 � 2:8, p � 0:002). The other contrasts were not significant. As table 3 makes
clear, it seems that particularly combining exclusive haptic processing with past visual
experience gives an advantage when verbally describing the locations of the objects in the
current task, over either having just haptic experience or having a strong preference for
the visual modality.

,

, ,

,

,

,

,

Table 2. Mean numbers (SE) of objects recalled and the quality of the object descriptions given
by the experimental groups.

Group Total Correctly Correctly Incorrectly
named described described

EB 8.3 (0.5) 6.5 (0.5) 0.5 (0.3) 1.2 (0.3)
LB 9.1 (0.2) 7.2 (0.5) 0.5 (0.2) 1.4 (0.2)
BS 8.8 (0.3) 7.2 (0.4) 0.3 (0.1) 1.3 (0.3)

Average 8.7 (0.2) 7.0 (0.3) 0.4 (0.1) 1.3 (0.1)

Table 3. Mean numbers (SE) of total amount of spatial descriptions, referrals to other objects,
to the board and to other, and the number of objects correctly verbally positioned.

Group Total Object Board Other Correctly
descriptions descriptions positioned

EB 9.0 (0.8) 4.1 (0.8) 4.2 (0.5) 0.7 (0.5) 4.9 (0.9)
LB 10.2 (0.4) 5.1 (0.6) 4.6 (0.6) 0.5 (0.2) 6.3 (0.6)
BS 9.0 (0.8) 2.6 (0.7) 5.8 (0.7) 0.6 (0.3) 3.8 (0.7)

Average 9.4 (0.4) 4.0 (0.4) 5.0 (0.4) 0.6 (0.2) 5.0 (0.4)
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3 General discussion
The goal of the present study was a systematic investigation of how early-blind and
late-blind individuals compare to blindfolded-sighted individuals on different aspects of
haptic processing of peripersonal space. Specifically, we examined both object- and space-
processing components, using a test in which objects had to be fitted into corresponding
slots in a spatial array frame. Later, free recall of object locations was measured as well
as verbal descriptions of which objects were present and where they were located.

The completion times of the groups for the first three trials suggested that primarily
haptic experience is important for the speeded handling and motor matching of simple
familiar 3-D shapes to the corresponding cut-outs. The blind were much faster than
the blindfolded-sighted. This is in accordance with findings by Heller on the speeded
haptic matching of comparable, yet smaller, 2-D shapes (1989b). Interestingly, all three
groups showed considerable improvement over the three trials. Although the blind
displayed faster object-to-location matching, they did not display faster learning than
the blindfolded-sighted. In fact, there was a nonsignificant trend for the blindfolded-
sighted to improve even more than the blind, particularly from the first to the second
trial. While the constriction to exclusive haptic inputs on peripersonal space may have
given the blind an advantage in handling objects and performing spatiomotor actions
upon them, such as fitting them in the corresponding slots, blindfolded-sighted individ-
uals partly catch up when more practice with exclusive haptic processing is forced upon
them (eg trials 1 ^ 3 and 5). This finding resembles those reported in other studies where
blindfolded-sighted participants appeared to show greater learning rates than blind
individuals (cf Craig 1988; Grant et al 2000). Notice that it might be worthwhile to see
whether the general pattern also holds up for less-familiar, more-complex shapes.

In trial 5 the board was rotated, after which subjects had again to match the objects
to the proper slots as fast as possible. Not surprisingly, rotating the board caused an
increase in completion time. However, this increase was the same for the congenitally
blind, late-blind, and blindfolded-sighted groups. Rotating the display limits the use of
previously stored movement memories and requires positional updating. Elsewhere the
blind were found to suffer more from positional-updating circumstances (Hollins and
Kelley 1988; Ungar et al 1995). However, these studies asked for an explicit relocation of
objects, and updating was enforced by a whole-body movement of the observer relative
to a fixed display, rather than by a rotation of the board relative to a fixed observer
as in the current study. Importantly, Montello et al (1999) showed that body rotation
leads to a specific egocentric recalibration, using a short-term memory trace of the
original forward-facing direction. Earlier work by Marmor and Zaback (1976) indi-
cated that blind individuals were closer than blindfolded-sighted persons in mentally
rotating pairs of tactile forms until they matched. The linear function of angular dis-
crepancy between the forms was present, though, in both groups. Hollins (1986) found
similar haptic mental-rotation functions for the blind and sighted, and when taking
into account the greater variability in the use of reference frame in the latter, initial
differences in mental-rotation rates virtually disappeared. The foregoing thus suggests
that the roles of visual and haptic experience with respect to mental-rotation tasks
depend on the specific nature of the task. The effect of visual experience on performance
when processing of peripersonal space is tested with the array rotated rather than the
observer should be examined in future research (cf Pasqualotto and Newell, submitted).

Interestingly, the non-speeded free placement of the objects on the board without
the cutouts in trial 4 did not reveal differences in coordinate (exact) positional-memory
scores between the groups. A similar observation was made in the last trial (trial 6).
The three groups performed similarly with respect to naming and describing the
objects in the display. This is in line with reports on haptic identification of 3-D fam-
iliar objects (Shimizu et al 1993; Morrongiello et al 1994). One speculative explanation
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of this difference could be that the apparent superior haptic dexterity in the blind
individuals in the speeded matching conditions follows from a more refined implicit
level of processing while free space recall and verbal labeling of the displayed objects
requires employment of a more explicit, conscious representation. That is, efficient
handling of shapes and fitting them in the proper slots can occur even without any
conscious awareness of what these shapes are and where their places were. In contrast,
placing the shapes in free space requires conscious retrieval and usage of a spatial map.
This seems even more the case when giving a verbal description. Group differences
thus might be modulated by the nature of the task on the implicit/explicit dimension.
However, in the present setup trials cannot exclusively be labeled as either implicit or
explicit. Free spatial recall in trial 4 might also benefit from an implicit sense of where
things were. Similarly, speeded matching in trials 2 and 3 might profit from a gradually
developing conscious map, and, in any case, there was no sign of improved implicit
learning by the blind in these trials.

Importantly, verbal description of spatial locations did reveal a beneficial role of
visual experience. We found that the explicit spatial knowledge of the object configu-
ration benefits from visual experience, yet only when combined with sufficient haptic
experience: the spatial verbal description (trial 6) resulted in an advantage, particularly
for the late-blind. This indicates that, in the present task, abundant (exclusive) haptic
experience was a prerequisite for visual experience to support explicit categorical coding
of the location of haptically explored objects.

With respect to spatial-coding strategies, the descriptions of the spatial location of
the objects revealed an interesting difference between the blind and the blindfolded-
sighted groups. While the sighted used more board referrals than the blind to point out
the locations of objects (allocentric, extrinsic; cf Ungar et al 1995), the blind referred
more to other objects on the board (allocentric, intrinsic) than the sighted. Although
both types of descriptions can be called allocentric, one could argue that the nature
of the descriptions is different, and may be indicative of differences in which the spatial
information is coded in the blind and the blindfolded-sighted. We wish to speculate that
referring to the surrounding frame (ie the board) is the expression of a map-like, bird-view
representation, and that referring to other objects to point out an object's location reflects
a spatial representation in terms of a route (cf Brambring 1982). In line with this, Noordzij
et al (2006) have shown that, when generating a spatial representation of a large scale
environment from verbal descriptions, the blind perform better on distance-comparison
tasks after listening to a route description than a bird-view description.

The pattern described above clearly indicates that the comparison between blind
and blindfolded-sighted individuals leads to different outcomes for the various aspects
of haptic processing of peripersonal space under scrutiny. Similarly, Gaunet and Rossetti
(2006) describe a diverse pattern of differences for the different parameters in a (delayed)
pointing task: direction and amplitude errors and absolute distance errors did reveal
differences between the blind groups on the one hand and the blindfolded-sighted
group on the other. Ellipse surface and ellipse elongation did not, however. Systematic
investigation of the task at hand is therefore necessary. The present results clearly
confirm this notion by showing a qualitative pattern of group differences for the various
aspects of haptic processing of object space.

In sum, the present results indicate that the need to rely more exclusively on haptic
inputs stimulates haptic dexterity in the blind, leading, in particular, to more efficient
handling of objects and placing them in the proper spatial locations than by blindfolded-
sighted individuals. Importantly, visual experience may be beneficial when one has to
place objects in free space and verbally describe the object and spatial configuration.
Clearly, both haptic and visual experience affect processing of peripersonal space, but
they do so for different aspects.
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